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The charm of this new home is its elegance and peacefulness. Art, color palette, and furnishings 
contribute to the success. Swedish influence blends washed colors of milky gold and pale grey giving 

the feel of refined sophistication with an aged appearance. The light colors are an important part of the 
Swedish culture that has little sunlight on a daily basis. It boasts luxurious linens in blues and creams with 
a minimal contrast of grey washed pine floors. Original artwork from local artists shows the homeowner’s 
love of art and cultural events. A baby grand piano allows for jazz or classical music to liven up any party. 
The furniture exhibits a mix of straight lines and gentle curves with painted furniture being a key element 
bringing added lightness.
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The focal point of this home is the beautiful gourmet kitchen, 

which functions as the center of activity. The large island with 

honed marble countertops, custom-designed cabinetry, 

chef’s appliances, and built-ins offer plenty of storage and 

pack great style making cooking a pleasure and entertaining a 

breeze! It’s open space combines the kitchen, keeping room, 

and breakfast room allowing today’s family to welcome their 

guests while preparing for an evening of entertaining.

The lighting was an integral aspect of the design. A mixture 

of sconces, chandeliers, picture lights, downlights, and 

pendants layer the lighting and bring it to a more personal and 

comforting scale, bringing the different colors and textures to 

the forefront. The natural fabrics such as linens and cottons, 

painted woods, marble, and brick all get attention when the 

lighting grazes them. The colors are simple throughout and 

reflect a European palette, with a contrast of charcoal in the 

living/ music room and dining room for a dramatic experience. 

The end walls of this more formal space are draped in sheer 

charcoal linen for softness and an artistic effect. The room 

doubles as an art gallery and gives a small clue into the 

interests of the hosts.

The master bedroom once again offers a peaceful palette to 

sleep and relax. The walls are framed in boxed trim adding 

elegance and formality. The headboard was created, using a 

large silver leaf molding and upholstered with silk linen. The 

symmetrical night tables with sparkling chandeliers create a 

striking layout in this modest sized retreat. The fabrics are as 

luxurious as the rest of the home and the furnishings offer a 

place to retire to for relaxation.
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